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CLAIMS

1 (currently amended): A computerized method in a data processing system, the

method c-omprising the steps of:

jj receiving a request to automatically generate a data model from a data definition file

J) containuig a data structure with a plurality of data elements, each data element having a name

H
^ and a de filiation;

1?£ generating a diagram for each data element, the diagrams having names
i

correspcnding to the data elements;

r-
fTI determining whether an attribute in the data structure is associated with one of the

oQ data elements;

V
K ^vhen it is determined that an attribute in the data structure is associated with one of

the data elements,

displaying a graphical representation of the attribute with the diagram

corresponding to the one data element;

synchronizing a textual representation with the graphical representation so

"hat a modification in one representation is automatically visible in the other

representation: .

determining whether the data structure includes a reference between iwo of
i

i the data elements;

!

j elements,

when it is determined that the data structure includes a reference between two
i

i

displaying a reference link from the diagram associated with a first of

i

the two elements to the diagram associated with a second of the two elements;
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determining whether the data structure includes a group attribute

identifying at least one of the data elements as group attribute member;

when it is determined that the data structure includes a group attribute,

displaying a group symbol;

displaying a first link between the group symbol and the

diagram that is associated with the identified at least one data element;

and

displaying a second link between the group symbol and

the diagram of the data element having the associated group

attribute.

2. (original): The method of claim 1, wherein the data model is an XML structure

diagram.

3. (original): The method of claim 1, wherein the data definition file is a Document

Type Definition file.

4. (original): The method of claim 1, wherein the data definition file is an XML

schema file.

5. (original): The method of claim 1, wherein the step of determining whether the data

structui-e includes a reference between two of the data elements comprises the step of

3
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I

"0

<

determining

element.

whether the name of the second element is within the definition of the first data

CDm
52 6. (original): The method ofclaim 1, wherein the step of displaying the second link

further comprises the step of determining whether the data element has the associated yrmip

attribute

03
f-m
o
2 element has the associated group attribute comprises the step of determining whether the

7. (original): The method of claim 6, wherein the step of determining whether the data

group attribute is within the definition of the data element.

\l. (original): The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of storing

information used to generate the data model in a graphical view file.

9. (currently amended): A computerized method in a data processing system

comprising the steps of:

:;eceiving an identification of a data definition file having a plurality ofdata elements

and a plurality of relationships between the data elements, each data element having a name

and a definition; and

generating a graphical representation that visually identifies the plurality of data

elemercs and the plurality of relationships between the data elements contained within the

data de:3nition file, wherein a textual representation is synchronized with the graphical

4
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i

representation so that a modification in one representation is automatically visible in the

other representation.

10. (original): The method of claim 9, wherein the graphical representation

correspo nds to an XML structure diagram.

CDm
CD

1 1 (original): The method ofclaim 9, wherein the data definition file corresponds to

^ a Document Type Definition file.

] 2. (original): The method of claim 9, wherein the step of generating a graphical

^ representation comprises the step of generating a diagram for each data element, the

"^2 diagrams having names corresponding to the data elements.

13. (original): The method of claim 12, wherein the step of generating a graphical

representation further comprises the steps of:

.ietemuning whether the data structure contains an attribute for one of the data

elements; and

when it is determined that the data structure contains an attribute for one ofthe data

elements,

i

displaying a graphical representation of the attribute with the diagram corresponding

to the one data element

j
5

!
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14. (original): The method of claim 12, wherein the step of generating a graphical

CD representation further comprises the steps of:

£5 identifying a first of the relationships as an element reference between two of the data

"D

elements; and

displaying a reference link from the diagram associated with a first ofthe two

£
00 elements, to the diagram associated with a second of the two elements.

m
o
O 1 5. (original): The method ofclaim 14, wherein the step of identifying a first of the

relationships comprises the step of determining whether the name ofthe second element is

within the definition of ihe first data element.

6. (origin^): The method ofclaim 12, wherein the step of generating a graphical

representation further comprises the steps of:

identifying a second ofthe relationships as a group reference between two of the data

elements;

displaying a group symbol; displaying a first link between the group symbol and the

diagram that is associated with a first ofthe two elements; and

displaying a second link between the group symbol and the diagram that is associate

with a second ofthe two elements.

i

17. (original): The method of claim 16, wherein the step of identifying a second of the

relatior. ships comprises
1

the steps of:

6

I
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CDm

determining whether the data structure includes a group attribute identifying the first

data element as a group attribute member; and

determining whether the definition of the second data element contains the group

attribute

^ ] 8. (original): Tbie method of claim 9, further comprising the step of storing

!> informal ion used to generate the data model in a graphical view file.

DO

m
O 1 9. (currently amended): A computerized method in a data processing system, the

method comprising the steps of:

receiving a request to automatically generate a data definition file from a graphical

representation having a plurality of data element diagrams, each data element diagram having

a name;

irvnchronizing a textual representation with the graphical representation so thui a

modification in one representation is automaticaJlv visible in the other representation:

idding a data element identifier in the data definition file for each data element

diagram in the graphical representation;

adding the name of each data element diagram to the corresponding data element

identifier;
[

i

determining whether an attribute is associated with one of the data element diagrams;

when it is determined that an attribute is associated with one ofthe data element

i

diagrams,
j

adding the attrilmte to the data element identifier for the one data element diagram;
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d<terminiBg whether the graphical representation has a reference link between two of

the data clement diagrams;

*hen it is determined that the graphical representation has a reference link between

^ two data element diagrams,

?3 adding a reference to the data element identifier corresponding to one of the

tvo data element! diagrams to reflect a link between the two data element diagrams:

[— determining whether the graphical representation has a group symbol;

03 when it is determined that the graphical representation has a group

^ symbol,o
determining whether the group symbol is a destination in a first link

with a first of the data element diagrams;

when it is determined that the group symbol is a destination in a first

link with a first of the data element diagrams,

adding a group definition to the data definition file that

includes the name of the first data element diagram;

determining whether the group symbol is a source in a second

link with a second ofthe data element diagrams; and

j

when it is determined that the group symbol is a source in a

second link with a second of the data element diagrams,

adding to the data element identifier corresponding to

the second element diagram a reference corresponding to the

j

group definition.

!
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20. (original): The method of claim 19, wherein the graphical representation

corresponds to an XML structure diagram.

$j ^ 1- (original): The method of claim 19, wherein the data definition file corresponds to

COH a Docun lent Type Definition file.

I
22. (original): The method ofclaim 19, wherein the data definition file corresponds to

J2 anXML schema file.

m
9
§ ;>3. (originiil): The method of claim 19, wherein the step of adding a reference to the

data element identifier comprises the steps of:

dentifying one of two data element diagrams as a source of the reference link and the

other as a destination of the reference link; and

adding the name of the destination to the data element identifier corresponding to the

source.

24. (currently amended): A computerized method in a data processing system

comprising the steps of

receiving an indication to automatically generate a data definition file from a

i

graphical representation having a plurality of data element diagrams and a plurality of

relatior ships between the data element diagrams, each data element diagram having a name;

:|

synchronizing a textual representation with the graphical representation so that a

modification in one redresentation is automatically visible in the other representation: and
ij

ii

•i

1

9
i
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aiding a plurality of data element identifiers to the data definition file that reflect the

data elenent diagrams and the relationships between the data element diagrams.

CO

[J] 25. (original): The method of claim 24, wherein the graphical representation

H
^ corresponds to anXML structure diagram.

I
5> 26. (original): The method of claim 24, wherein the data definition file corresponds to

IT"

IFF! a Document Type Definition file.

27. (original): The method of claim 24, wherein the step of adding the plurality of

data ele:nent identifiers to the data definition file comprises the step of adding the name of

each daia element diagram to the corresponding data element identifier.

28. (original): The method of claim 24, wherein the step of adding the plurality of

data element identifiers to the data definition file comprises the steps of:

•determining whether an attribute is associated with one of the data element diagrams;

when it is determined that an attribute is associated with one of the data element

diagrams, and

adding the attribute to the data element identifier for the one data element diagram.

t

29. (original): The method of claim 24, wherein the step of adding the plurality of

data element identifiers! to the data definition file comprises the steps of:

! io
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dJtermining whether one ofthe relationships corresponds to a reference link between

two ofthe data element diagrams; and

•Jn
when it is determined that one of the relationships corresponds to a reference link

O
3

betweentwo data element diagrams,

<C adding a reference to the data element identifier corresponding to one of the two data

element diagrams to reflect the reference link between the two data element diagrams.

CD

q 2.0. (original): The method of claim 24, wherein the step of adding the plurality of

data element identifiers to the data definition file comprises the steps of:

determining whether another ofthe relationships is associated with a group symbol;

when it is determined that the other of the relationships is associated with a group

symbol.

determining whether the group symbol is a destination in a first link with a

5rst ofthe data element diagrams; and

when it is determined that the group symbol is a destination in a first link with

i first of the data element diagrams,

adding a group definition to the data definition file that includes the

name ofthe first data element diagram.

3 1 . (original): The method of claim 30, further comprising the steps of:

i

when it js determined that the group symbol is a destination in a first link with

a first of the data element diagrams,

11
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determining whether the group symbol is a source in a secoDd link

^ with a second of the data element diagrams; and

^ when it is determined that the group symbol is a source in a second

< link with a second ofthe data element diagrams,

£3 sepond element diagram a reference corresponding to the group

m
o
o
<

adding to the data element identifier corresponding to the

definition.

2 2. (currently amended): A computer-readable medium containing software

instructions for controlling a data processing system to perform a method, the method

comprising the steps of;

leceiving a request to automatically generate a data model from a data definition file

containing a data structure with a plurality of data elements, each data element having a name

and a definition;

generating a diagram for each data element, the diagrams having names

corresponding to the data elements;

determining whether an attribute in the data structure is associated with one of the

data elements;

when it is determined that an attribute in the data structure is associated with one of

the date elements,
i

displaying a graphical representation of the attribute with the diagram corresponding

i

to the one data element^

i

i

;
12
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Qynr.hrnniTdng a textual representation with the graphical representation $o that a

mnrKfirtition in one representation is automatically visible in the other representatioq;

J3
T| determining whether the data structure includes a reference between two of the data

7)

^ element;;
s>

,!

> when it is deterriiined that the data structure includes a reference between two

<

displaying a reference link from the diagram associated with a first of the two

^ elements,

00

rn

O elements to the diagram associated with a second ofthe two elements;

o
T3 determining whether the data structure includes a group attribute identifying at

east one of the data elements as group attribute member;

when it is determined that the data structure includes a group attribute,

displaying a group symbol;

displaying a first link between the group symbol and the diagram that

is associated with the identified at least one data element; and

displaying a second link between the group symbol and the diagram of

the data element having the associated group attribute.

33. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 32, wherein the data model is

an XML structure diagram.

34. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 327 wherein the data

definition file is a Document Type Definition file.

13
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1

3 5. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 32, wherein the data

qj definition file is an XML schema file.

m
CO

^ 36. (original): The computer-readable medium ofclaim 32, wherein the step of

> determining whether thJ data structure includes a reference between two of the data elements

^ comprises the step ofdetermining whether the name ofthe second element is within the

r~m definiticn ofthe first data element.

o
o
^ ;;7. (original): T&e computer-readable medium of claim 32, wherein the step of

displaying the second link further comprises the step of determining whether the data

element has the associated group attribute.

:J8. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 37, wherein the step of

determining whether the data element has the associated group attribute comprises the step of

determining whether the group attribute is within the definition ofthe data element

39. ( original): The computer-readable medium of claim 32, wherein the method

further comprises the step of storing information used to generate the data model in a

graphical view file.

i

40. (currently amended): A computer-readable medium containing software

instructions for controlling a data processing system to perform a method, the method
i

j
comprising the steps of:

14
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receiving an identification of a data definition file having a plurality ofdata elements

DO aTld a plurality of relationships between the data elements, each data element having a name

m
and a definition; and

^ £ enerating a graphical representation that visually identifies the plurality of data

= element; and the plurality of relationships between the data elements contained within the

DO data def nition file, wherein a textual representation is synchronized with the graphical

i—m
representation so that a modification in one representation is automatically visible in the

o
O other representation.

<

41 . (originsil): TTjie computer-readable medium of claim 40, wherein the graphical

representation corresponds to anXML structure diagram.

42. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 40, wherein the data

definition file corresponds to a Document Type Definition file.

43. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 40, wherein the step of

generating a graphical representation comprises ihe step of generating a diagram for each

data element, the diagrams having names corresponding to the data elements.

44. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 43, wherein the step of

generating a graphical Representation further comprises the steps of:

determining whether the data structure contains an attribute for one of the data
i

'i

elements; and
j

J

"|

15
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when it is determined that the data structure contains an attribute for one of the data

03
TTl elements,

03
displaying a graphical representation of the attribute with the diagram

>
^ c oiresponding to the one data element

45. (originsd): The computer-readable medium of claim 43, wherein the step of
00
I—m
Q generating a graphical representation further comprises the steps of:

o
identifying a first of the relationships as an element reference between two of the data

elements; and

tiisplaying a reference link from the diagram associated with a first of the two

elements to the diiigram associated with a second of the two elements.

46. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 45, wherein the step of

identifying a first of the? relationships comprises the step of determining whether the name of

the second element is within the definition of the first data element.

47. (original): Tjxe computer-readable medium of claim 43, wherein the step of
ii

generating a graphical representation further comprises the steps of;

identifying a second of the relationships as a group reference between two of the data

ii

•i

elements;
i

displaying a group symbol;

displaying a firJt link between the group symbol and the diagram that is associated

with a ;irst ofthe two elements; and

j

!t

16
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:!

displaying a second link between the group symbol and the diagram that is associate

•jyj with a second ofthe two elements.

COH
48, (original); The computer-readable medium of claim 47, wherein the step oi

identifying a second of the relationships comprises the steps of:

J2 determining whether the data structure includes a group attribute identifying the first

^ data element as a group attribute member; and

^ c.etermining whether the definition of the second data element contains the group

attribute.

i

49. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 40, wherein the method

further comprises the step of storing information used to generate the data model in a

graphical view file.

.50. (currently amended): A computer-readable medium containing software

instructions for controlling a data processing system to perform a method, the method

comprising the steps of:

receiving a request to automatically generate a data definition file from a graphical

representation having a plurality of data element diagrams, each data element diagram having

a name; i

synchroniyinp; J textual representation with the graphical representation so that a

modification in one representation is automatically visible in the other representation;

i

i

i

i

{

•i

'

17
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aiding a data element identifier in the data definition file for each data element

1

qj diagram tn the graphical representation;

S3 a idin8 name of each dBta element dia&ra111 10 tbe corresponding data element

^ identifier;

> determining whether an attribute is associated with one of the data element diagrams;

5g v/hen it is determined that an attribute is associated with one of the data element

m diagrams,

q adding the attribute to the data element identifier for the one data element

diagram;

determining whether the graphical representation has a reference link between

two of the data element diagrams;

when it is determined that, the graphical representation has a reference link

between two data element diagrams,

adding a reference to the data element identifier corresponding to one

of Ihe two data element diagrams to reflect a link between the two data

element diagrams;

cteteraiining whether the graphical representation has a group symbol;

when it is determined that the graphical representation has a group

symbol,

;

'

determining whether the group symbol is a destination in a first

,1

i

link with a first ofthe data element diagrams;

i!

;! when it is determined that the group symbol is a destination in

!i

a first link with a first of the data element diagrams,
i

|

i

i|

1

18
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CD
m
CO
H

I

CD
r—m

§

adding a group definition to the data definition file that

includes the name of the first data element diagram;

determining whether the group symbol is a source in a

second link with a second ofthe data element diagrams; and

when it is determined that the group symbol is a source

in a second link with a second of the data element diagrams,

adding to the data element identifier

corresponding to the second element diagram a

reference corresponding to the group definition.

.51. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 50, wherein the graphical

representation corresponds to an XML structure diagram.

52. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 50, wherein the data

definition file corresponds to a Document Type Definition file.

53. (original); The computer-readable medium of claim 50, wherein the data

definition file corresponds to an XML schema file.

i

54. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 50, wherein the step of

I
i

adding a reference to the data element identifier comprises the steps of:

identifying one bftwo data element diagrams as a source of the reference link and the

other a; a destination ofthe reference link; and

1
:

19
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aiding the name of the destination to the data element identifier corresponding to the

00m
CO

source.

^ 55. (currently amended): A computer-readable medium containing software

g= instructions for controlling a data processing system to perform a method, the method

CD comprisng the steps of:
:

^
receiving an indication to automatically generate a data definition file from a

o
^ graphicfd representation having a plurality of data element diagrams and a plurality of

^
relationships between the data element diagrams, each data element diagram having a name;

synchronizing a textual representation with the graphical representation so that a

modification in one representation is automatically visible in the other representation; and

iidding a plurality of data element identifiers to the data definition file that reflect the

data element diagrams and the relationships between the data element diagrams.

56. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 55, wherein the graphical

representation corresponds to anXML structure diagram.

57. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 55
3
wherein the data

definition file corresponds to a Document Type Definition file.

58. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 55, wherein the step of

adding the plurality of data element identifiers to the data definition file comprises the step of

adding the name of each data element diagram to the corresponding data element identifier.

!

: 20
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1

-fTI 59 (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 55, wherein the step ol

(/)

adding tiie plurality of data element identifiers to the data definition file comprises the steps

[> determining whether an attribute is associated with one of the data element diagrams;

m
O ^vhen it is determined that an attribute is associated with one of the data element

o
^ diagrams,

adding the attribute to the data element identifier for the one data element

diagram.

50. (original): The computer-readable medium of claim 55, wherein the step of

adding he plurality of data element identifiers to the data definition file comprises the steps

of:

ietenniniDg whether one ofthe relationships corresponds to a reference link between

two of the data elementj diagrams; and
i

when it is deterrhined that one ofthe relationships corresponds to a reference link

between two data element diagrams,

i

adding a reference to the data element identifier corresponding to one ofthe two data

element diagrams to reflect the reference link between the two data element diagrams.

21
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61. (original): Trie computer-readable medium of claim 55, wherein the step of

: 3

CD adding the plurality of data element identifiers to the data definition file comprises the steps

m
of:

^ detenriining whether another ofthe relationships is associated with a group symbol:

when it is determined that the other of the relationships is associated wiih a group>

03 symbol,
i

^ cictenniDing whether the group symbol is a destination in a first link with a first of ihe

o
^| data element diagrams; and

^ when it is determined that the group symbol is a destination in a first link with a first

ofthe data element diagrams,

adding a group definition to the data definition file that includes the name of

Ihe first data element diagram.

<?2. (origin;il): The computer-readable medium of claim 61, wherein the method

further comprises the steps of:

when it is determined that the group symbol is a destination in a first link with a first

of the dita element diagrams,

determining whether the group symbol is a source in a second link with a

second ofthe data element diagrams; and

i

when it is determined that the group symbol is a source in a second link with a

second ofthe data element diagrams,

adding to the data element identifier corresponding to the second

element jdiagram a reference corresponding to the group definition.

*

I
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63. (currently amended): A data processing system comprising:

a secondary storage device comprising a first data definition file having first data

elements and relationships between the first data elements;

> a memory device further comprising a program that receives a first request to

> display a first graphical representation of the first data definition file such that

the first graphical representation has first data element diagrams and

^ relationships between the first data element diagrams reflecting the first data

elements -and the relationships between the first data elements contained in the

first; datadefinition file, that displays the first graphical representation

responsive to receiving the first request, that displays a second graphical

representation having second data element diagrams and relationships

between the second data element diagrams, that receives a second request to

automatically generate a second data definition file from the second graphical

representation such that the second data definition file has second data

elements' and relationships between the second data elements reflecting the

second data element diagrams and the relationships between the second data

element diagrams of the second graphical representation, and that

automatically generates the? second data definition file responsive to receiving

the second request: that synchronizes a textual representation with the

graphical representations so that a modification in each representation is

automatically visible in the other representation; and

a processor for running the program.

1 !
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61. (original): The data processing system of claim 63, wherein the first data

definition file corresponds to a Document Type Definition file.

65. (original): Thfe data processing system of claim 63, wherein the second data

definition file corresponds to a Document Type Definition file.

66. (original): The data processing system of claim 63, wherein the program further

stores ttu second graphical representation in a second graphical view file on the secondary

storage device.

(original): The data processing system of claim 63, wherein the program further

stores the second data definition file on the secondary storage device.

68. (original): The data processing system of claim 63, wherein the secondary storage

device farther comprises anXML data structure module that includes XML constructs

corresponding to a Document Type Definition specification.

i59. (original): The data processing system of claim 68, wherein the program uses the

XML constructs to add the plurality ofdata element identifiers to the first data definition file

and to p arse the plurality of data elements contained in the second data defiru tion file.
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70. (currently amended): A system comprising:

24
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a eans for receiving an identification of a data definition file having a plurality of data

j 03 elements and a plurality of relationships between the data elements, each data element having

i

m
C/) a name and a definition; and

^ means for automatically generating a graphical representation that visually identities

>
5

the plurality of data elements and the plurality ofrelationships between the data elements

00 contains 1 within the data definition file^and

m means for synchronizing a textual representation with the graphical representation so

O that a modification in one representation is automatically visible in the other representation .

5
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